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Answer all questions. Each answer carries 2 marks 

Section A: 

Fill in the right answer from the words provided below each guestion 

1) A light lamp uses energy from the mains and 

produces energy. Bulb IS more 

efficient than bulb because bulb B uses less electrical energy to produce 

the same amount of light. Bulb B is called an ___________ saver 

because it consumes less electricity. 

(energy, A, B, electrical, light) 
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2) A gas heater uses chemical energy inside gas to produce 

_____________ energy in order to wann up the 

house. Meanwhile an electric heater uses 

_________ energy from the mains and produces 

________ ___ energy. When a lamp is lit it 

produces both energy to light 

the room and energy because 

it wanns up. 

(electrical, heat, heat, heat, light) 

3) The sun produces both ___________ 

_on, . 

:~ I'
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energy and _____________ 

energy. Solar panels use this energy from the sun to 

generate electrical ____________. 

Meanwhile a solar water heater uses heat 

____________ from the sun to the 

water. 

( energy, energy, heat, warm up, light) 
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4) A car uses chemical energy inside fuel to move. Petrol and diesel have 

energy stored inside them. When is burnt, 

energy is converted to movement energy. While working the car warms up so 

also produces energy. 

The engine can be heard working which means 

that energy is also 

produced. Smaller cars consume less 

____________ than larger cars. 

(fuel, fuel, chemical, sound, heat) 

5) Nuclear power stations use 

_________ ___ fuel to 

produce electricity. Nuclear fuel has a 

very amount 

of stored energy. This explains why nuclear 

____________ destroy a 

large amount of land when they explode. 

Nuclear power stations can be to the people living 

nearby. In Malta, power stations work with oil or _________. 

(gas, nuclear, bombs, large, dangerous) 
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Section B: 


Mark with a -,j whether the the following statements are TRUE or FALSE 


TRUE FALSE 

1. An apple falls down because of the force of gravity 

2. Gravity is greater on the moon than on Earth 

3. Wind and rivers can be used to generate electricity 

4. Chemical energy is made up of food and fuel. 

5. Our earth is pulled by the sun so the earth rotates 

around it. 

6. The moon is like a satellite rotating around the sun. 

7. Friction never produces heat. 

8. Air resistance acts against the motion of an 

aeroplane. 

9. Electricity can flow through plastic and dry wood. 
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10. An electric plug nonnally contains 4 types of wires 

11. Magnets can be produced from wood 

12. A battery can create electricity when switched on. 

13. Lightning is the flow of charge produced by clouds 

14. Its best to stay under a tree during a thunderstonn. 

15. Pointed objects attract the charge of lightning. 

Section C 


Underline the correct answer from the brackets. 


1. 	 Air resistance and friction are 2 types of ( energies, forces, conductors) 

2. 	 Gravity acts (sideways, upwards, downwards) when you are on the moon. 

3. 	 Wind turbines can convert wind energy to (electrical, nuclear, magnetic) 

energy. 
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4. 	 Solar energy is clean because it does not create (pollution, buildings, shocks ). 

5. 	 The 3 main types of wire in a mains plug are the LIVE, (RESISTOR, NEUTRAL, 

SWITCH) and EARTH. 

6. 	 The LIVE wire is the most (dangerous, beautiful, thin ). 

7. 	 Mass of an object is measured in (Joules, kilograms, metres/second ). 

8. 	 In the laboratory we measure time using a (spring-balance, electronic timer, 

thermometer) 

9. 	 The fuse of a mains plug will blow off when a dangerously large (molecule, atom, 

current) flows through a wire. 

10. 	 A person weighs less on the Moon because since the Moon is smaller than Earth, 

gravity on the moon is (smaller, greater, the same as) than on Earth. 
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